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Existing FEMA Flood Zones

For more information on the North Ranch Wash floodplain mapping, go to www.pima.gov/floodcontrol and put “North Ranch Wash” in the search window.
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Proposed FEMA Flood Zones
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Base Flood Elevations
ZONE A
ZONE AE
*Base Elevation NADV 88

Scale is based on 11 by 17 inch printout
1 inch = 400 feet

Date: 6/9/2020

The information depicted on this display is the result of digital analyses performed on a variety of databases provided and maintained by several governmental agencies. The accuracy of the information presented is limited to the collective accuracy of these databases on the date of the analysis. The Pima County Regional Flood Control District makes no claims regarding the accuracy of the information depicted herein.

This product is subject to the GIS Division Disclaimer and Use Restrictions.

For more information on the North Ranch Wash floodplain mapping, go to www.pima.gov/floodcontrol and put “North Ranch Wash” in the search window.